**Trump vows to save America from Biden**

By John Wildermuth

In a dark declaration of war against Joe Biden and the Democrats, President Trump declared Thursday that the November election “will decide whether we save the American dream or whether we allow a socialist agenda to demolish our cherished destiny.”

His speech accepting the Republican nomination before hundreds of supporters on the South Lawn of the White House — an unprecedented campaign setting that critics called an illegal use of govern­ment property — was a take­off on pro­nuclear calls to battle for the fall campaign.

In his 23 ½­minute­nomination acceptance address to the Democratic convention last week, Biden never mentioned the president by name, but he called him out because, he said, “President continues on A9”
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**WASHINGTON**

President Trump accepts the Republican nomination in a controversial setting on the South Lawn of the White House.
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**Napa ‘cowboys’ rescue wineries**

By Anna Kramer

Thousands of evacuees have swarmed, so community members help create firebreak

Kevin Foster holds red-tailed hawk Titan and Kathryn Brubaker sits with owl Zeus and dog Foxy at the Beach Street Inn.
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**Coronavirus update**

As of 10 p.m. Thursday

**BAY AREA**

Deaths 82,929

Cases 1,100

**CALIFORNIA**

U.S. deaths 629,715

Cases 12,696

**UNITED STATES**

Deaths 5,667,785

Cases 180,814

Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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**Napa continues on A11**

---
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**CONTAINS RECYCLED PAPER**
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**Calif. wildfires**

**Surprise boon for industry as evacuees, firefighters seek refuge, respite**

By Danielle Echeverria

Nevada hillside on Aug. 15, Biden never mentioned the president by name, but he called him out because, he said, “President continues on A9”
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**Jobless claims show unsteady recovery**

By Danielle Echeverria
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**Weather**

Clouds, sun, Highest: 64-98.

Lows: 52-61.

Highs: 64-98.

Clouds, sun.